American Revolution Lapbook

Cut out each square. Don’t cut off the tabs. Stack the squares with “Taxes” on top. Staple along the left-hand side.

**STAMP ACT**

November 1, 1765
The Stamp Act goes into effect. It places a tax on all paper products. Stamp sellers were intimidated. The colonists boycotted the tax stopping all trade with England because boats couldn’t sail without official papers.

**TEA ACT**

May 10, 1773
An import tax was placed on all tea being bought by merchants in the colonies. The British tea company didn’t have to pay this tax so their tea was the cheapest. Colonist merchants would lose money because no one would buy their expensive tea.

**TOWNSEND ACTS**

**TAXATION W/O REPRESENTATION**
American Revolution Lapbook

Cut along all solid lines. Fold on the dotted lines. First fold in “Time of Day” and then fold in “Who”. These will cover the “Date and Place” area. Cut around “Which painting…” and attach on the back of the “Who” flap as the cover.

The Boston Tea Party

Who:

Date:

Time of Day:

Why:
To fight the tea tax and taxation without representation.

Place:

What:
The crates were opened with axes and the tea was dumped into the harbor.

Which painting is more accurate?